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Ongoing host–pathogen interactions are characterized by rapid coevolution-
ary changes forcing species to continuously adapt to each other. The
interacting species are often defined by finite population sizes. In theory,
finite population size limits genetic diversity and compromises the efficiency
of selection owing to genetic drift, in turn constraining any rapid coevolu-
tionary responses. To date, however, experimental evidence for such
constraints is scarce. The aim of our study was to assess to what extent popu-
lation size influences the dynamics of host–pathogen coevolution. We used
Caenorhabditus elegans and its pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis as a model for
experimental coevolution in small and large host populations, as well as
in host populations which were periodically forced through a bottleneck.
By carefully controlling host population size for 23 host generations, we
found that host adaptation was constrained in small populations and to a
lesser extent in the bottlenecked populations. As a result, coevolution in
large and small populations gave rise to different selection dynamics and
produced different patterns of host–pathogen genotype-by-genotype inter-
actions. Our results demonstrate a major influence of host population size
on the ability of the antagonists to co-adapt to each other, thereby shaping
the dynamics of antagonistic coevolution.
1. Introduction
The evolutionary success of species depends on their ability to adapt to a chan-
ging environment. Adaptation to other coexisting species can be particularly
challenging because these species themselves are subject to ecological and evol-
utionary changes, yielding highly variable selection pressures. Host–pathogen
interactions are an example of these dynamics, and if ongoing, they can trigger
a process of coevolution, i.e. a series of adaptations and counter-adaptations
between the interacting species [1]. The failure to rapidly adapt to a coevolving
antagonist can have devastating consequences for a population [2,3]. Therefore,
coevolution favours traits that can accelerate adaptation, such as increased
mutation and recombination rates [4–6], sexual reproduction and horizontal
gene transfer [7–10], high standing genetic diversity in populations and the
expansion of virulence/immunity gene families [11–13].

Population size is a key characteristic defining the ability of populations to
promptly respond to selection. It scales the input of novel genetic variants (via
mutation and recombination) and affects the maintenance of standing genetic
diversity. Population size also determines the efficiency of natural selection rela-
tive to genetic drift. Consequently, large populations have a higher evolutionary
potential than populations of finite size or subjected to bottlenecks, which are
constrained by low genetic diversity and genetic drift [14]. Theoretical studies
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Figure 1. Design of the evolution experiment and subsequent characterizations. (a) The evolution experiment consisted of five main treatments and three popu-
lation size manipulations. Host and pathogen were evolved either in the presence of a coevolving antagonist (middle treatment), a non-adapting antagonist taken
from a stock culture (second and fourth treatments), or in the absence of an antagonist ( far left and far right treatments). The treatments with evolving hosts were
repeated at a host population size of 100 (small populations), 3000 (large populations) or 3000 with periodic bottlenecks of 100 individuals at every fifth transfer
(bottlenecked populations). We included 16 biological replicates for all treatment combinations. (b) Overview of subsequent characterizations. Evolved hosts and
pathogens from transfers 3, 8, 9, 13, 18 and 23 were exposed to the respective ancestral antagonist (top illustration), allowing a comparison across the five main
evolution treatments. We further performed time-shift experiments for the coevolution treatment, where hosts and pathogens from transfers 1, 10 and 23 were
exposed to the co-adapting antagonist in all possible combinations (middle panel) or with a specific focus on the coevolved antagonist from transfer 10, in order to
reconstruct the dynamics of coevolution. (Online version in colour.)
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demonstrated that population size can change the rate of reci-
procal adaptation [15], shift the outcome of antagonistic
interactions in favour of the antagonist with a larger population
size [16] and produce qualitatively distinct coevolutionary
dynamics [17–19]. However, empirical evidence for these
effects is scarce.

The approach of experimental evolution proved highly
informative to study coevolution [20], but it has only rarely
been used to assess the consequences of population size
variation in this context [21–23]. Previous coevolution exper-
iments with the red flower beetle and its microsporidian
pathogen showed that in small host populations genetic drift
had a stronger effect on genetic diversity [21] and recombina-
tion rate [22] than pathogen mediated selection. Furthermore,
two independent bacteria-bacteriophage coevolution exper-
iments showed that bottlenecks in bacterial populations led
to rapid phage extinction [2,24]. Two non-exclusive alterna-
tives may explain the results: (i) strong bottlenecks and thus
drift removed rare sensitive bacteria, which served as phage
reservoirs, from generally resistant host populations [2]; and
(ii) phage infectivity was reduced by diluting phage titres
during bottlenecks, similarly leading to phage extinction [24].
The importance of genetic drift on coevolution thus remains
elusive in the latter studies. More generally, ecologically
driven changes and epidemiological feedbacks influence the
dynamics of coevolution both in nature [14] and in laboratory
experiments [25–28], complicating the inference of drift
effects. For instance, most bacteria-bacteriophage coevolution
studies use the batch culturing method, where bacteria and
phage densities change dynamically owing to multiple infec-
tion-burst-infection cycles [2,4,20,29]. This epidemiological
process affects the probability of infection, relaxing or increas-
ing selection at different time intervals of batch culturing,
making it difficult to reconstruct the influence of population
size. In addition, so far, it is unclear whether periodic bottle-
necks, which are common in nature [14], cause similar
genetic drift effects on coevolution than those known for
continuously small populations.

The aim of our study was to assess the effect of host popu-
lation size and periodic bottlenecks on coevolution using
the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the Gram-positive
bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis as an established, laboratory-
based host–pathogen model [30–33]. Bacillus spore-toxin
mixtures infect C. elegans upon oral uptake, ultimately causing
worm death [31,32,34]. This model was previously used
to characterize the nematode’s immune system [32,34] and
the dynamics of host–pathogen coevolution, demonstrating
rapid co-adaptation of the two antagonists owing to strong
reciprocal selection [30,31,33], consistent with antagonistic
frequency-dependent selection dynamics (aFDS; [33]), appar-
ently driven by copy number variation of toxin-containing
plasmids in the pathogen [30,33] and outcrossing in the host
[8,31]. For this study, we developed a new coevolution protocol
to vary census host population size, while keeping the density
of hosts and pathogens constant. We tracked coevolutionary
interactions across 23 host generations in small versus large
populations and also large populations with periodic bottle-
necks (figure 1). Because both C. elegans and B. thuringiensis
survive cryo-preservation, we froze evolving material in regu-
lar intervals, thereby creating a ‘fossil’ record for subsequent
reconstruction of the evolutionary dynamics. We specifically
asked whether host population size (i) has a general effect on
adaptation under coevolution and non-coevolution conditions
(based on comparisons of evolved hosts or pathogens with
their respective ancestral antagonists; figure 1b, top panel),
and (ii) influences coevolutionary dynamics (based on time-
shift experiments with evolved hosts and pathogens from the
coevolution treatment; figure 1b middle and bottom panels).
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2. Material and methods
(a) Material
A genetically diverse C. elegans population was provided by
H. Teotonio [35]. Caenorhabditis elegans was maintained in
V-medium [33] with the addition of Escherichia coli OP50 as a food
source (5 × 109 cell ml−1). The V-medium does not support growth
of E. coli or B. thuringiensis. Prior to coevolution, C. eleganswas pre-
adapted to the medium at 16°C in 16 replicate populations, initiated
with 3000 L1-stage larvae in 3000 µl microcosms and transferred
once per week for a total of 22 weeks (equivalent to 22 host gener-
ations). After the last transfer, all 16 populations were combined
and frozen at −80°C.

The nematocidalB. thuringiensis strainMYBT18247was used as
a pathogen. Itwas transformed using plasmidpHT315 provided by
C. Nielsen-LeRoux [36], expressing red or green fluorescent protein
(RFP or GFP). Infectious spores were produced by incubating
B. thuringiensis in T3-medium for 4 days at 25°C [33].

(b) Coevolution experiment
The methods for evolving the large host population size have
been published previously [33]. The treatments for small and
also for the bottlenecked host population size are unpublished,
yet were run in parallel to the previously published experiment.

(i) Experimental design
Pre-adapted C. elegans were allocated to three experimental treat-
ments: coevolution, host adaptation and host control (figure 1a).
During coevolution, hosts were transferred together with coevol-
ving pathogens for 23 host generations. During host adaptation,
only C. elegans was transferred, and B. thuringiensis was taken
from the original stock allowing evolution exclusively in the host.
During host control, host populations only adapted to the exper-
imental protocol without any pathogen. To test the effect of
population size, each treatment included three types of C. elegans
populations: small (n = 100 nematodes), large (n = 3000) and bottle-
neckedpopulations (n = 3000, reduced to 100 at every fifth transfer).
To manipulate host population size, the use of different multi-well
plates and microcosm volumes ensured identical surface-to-
volume ratios. Large populations were maintained in 3000 µl
microcosms using six-well plates and small populations in 100 µl
using 96-well plates (in all cases, 1 worm µl−1). Bottlenecked popu-
lations were kept in 3000 µl and reduced to 100 µl at every fifth
transfer. A transfer following a bottleneck was performed in
600 µl (24-well plates) to maintain worm density close to
1 worm µl−1 during population expansion. In total, the experimen-
tal design for the host consisted of nine combinations of treatments
and population sizes and had 16 replicate populations per combi-
nation (3 treatments × 3 population size types × 16 replicates =
144 populations). Two more treatments were included for the
pathogen with 16 replicates each: the pathogen adaptation treat-
ment, in which hosts were taken from the stock allowing only the
pathogen to evolve, and the pathogen control treatment, in which
pathogens evolved without host (figure 1a). During the exper-
iment, host and pathogen populations were regularly sampled
and cryo-preserved at −80°C for subsequent characterization.

(ii) Selection procedure
Experimental evolution was carried out in 7-day transfers [33].
On day 1, L1-instar C. elegans larvae were inoculated into fresh
V-medium. The number of larvae was determined by counting
them in a 5 µl drop under a dissecting scope, averaging three
independent counts to calculate the inoculation volume for
each population. On day 5, host populations (L4-instar larva
stage) were infected by adding B. thuringiensis spores (2 × 108

spores ml−1). This spore dose causes high host mortality (mean ±
s.d.: 0.819 ± 0.104 for the ancestral host and pathogen). However,
nematode eggs fertilized prior to parental death remain viable
in the cadavers and may thus also contribute to the next host
generation in our experimental set-up. At day 7, all (dead and
alive) C. elegans were bleached in 1% sodium hypochlorite to
kill bacteria and obtain eggs for the next transfer [33]. This mass
selection protocol should favour high host reproduction.

To obtain B. thuringiensis for the next transfer, approximately 30
nematodes (dead oralive)were sampled fromeachpopulation after
40 h of infection but before bleaching. These samples were main-
tained for 2 more days (until day 2 of the next transfer) to finalize
the sporulation of pathogens growing inside the cadavers. The
cadavers were pasteurized (10 min at 80°C) to kill E. coli and inocu-
lated into T3-medium for the production of infectious spores. On
day 5, the spores were harvested by centrifuging and normalized
using optical density; 2 × 109 spores ml−1 were mixed with E. coli
in 1 : 10 proportion and used to infect host populations.

(c) Fitness assays
All fitness assays were based on a repetition of one transfer of
experimental evolution, inwhich host and pathogen fromdifferent
generations were combined to measure phenotypic changes. The
nematodes were recovered from −80°C and propagated for 1–2
generations to eliminate any effects from freezing. Bacillus thurin-
giensis was similarly revived from −80°C. Infection was initiated
by exposing L4 larvae/young adults to infectious spores (either
ancestral or coevolved spores; figure 1b), followed by phenotypic
analysis after 40 h. For the large population size, the results on
host fertility, pathogen competition and the time-shift experiment
have been previously published (electronic supplementary
material, table S1) [33]. All other results are unpublished.

(i) Host fertility
Eight out of 16 host populations were randomly chosen from gen-
erations 3, 8, 13, 18, 23 and exposed to 2 × 108 spore ml−1 of the
ancestral B. thuringiensis (figure 1b, top panel). After 40 h, worms
were fixed in 10 mM sodium azide and photographed with a
Lecia M205-FA microscope. Up to 30 hermaphrodites were
selected for each population following a pre-defined grid in each
image. The mean number of eggs per hermaphrodite was used
as a proxy for host fertility.

(ii) Pathogen competition
All evolved strains expressed RFP, while the competitor reference
strain expressed GFP. Bacillus thuringiensis from generations 0 and
23 were recovered from −80°C, mixed in 1 : 1 ratio and used to
infect the ancestral host population at 2 × 108 spores ml−1 in
three replicates. After 40 h, nematodes were washed and crushed
to release bacteria using a tissue homogenizer (1200 r.p.m., 3 min)
and zirconia beads. Cell suspensions were serially diluted, and
after 2 days at 25°C on T3 agar, green and red colonies were
counted to estimate relative fitness of evolved strains using the
formula: s = [(R1/G1)/(R0/G0)]− 1, where R0, R1, G0 and G1 are
the numbers of red and green colonies before and after selection
(see SI Appendix in [33]). This measure of fitness integrates a
change in genotype frequencies over the whole round of infection
neglecting how many cell divisions happened during the
infection, which cannot be easily determined.

(iii) Pathogen virulence
Pathogen populations from generations 0, 3, 9, 13, 19 and 23 were
used to infect the ancestral worms at 2 × 108, 1 × 108 or 0.33 ×
108 spores ml−1. After 40 h, the proportion of dead worms served
to estimate pathogen virulence in a sample of 30 hermaphrodites.

(iv) Host resistance
Host populations from generations 0 and 23 were exposed for
40 h to the ancestral pathogen at 0.33 × 108 spores ml−1. The pro-
portion of dead hermaphrodites served to infer host resistance.
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A lower spore dose was chosen to improve the sensitivity of the
assay because host mortality increased in the evolved hosts.

(v) Genotype × genotype interactions and time-shift experiments
Host and pathogen populations from transfers 1, 10 and 23 from
the same replicate of the coevolution treatment (large, small
and bottlenecked populations) were combined in all possible
time-point combinations (figure 1b), resulting in 432 infection
experiments (9 time-shifts × 3 population size treatments × 16
evolved replicate populations). Host populations were infected
with matching pathogen lines using 108 spore ml−1. After 40 h,
virulence and eggs per hermaphrodite were scored as above.

(d) Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in R. Regression analysis
served to assess host fertility, resistance and virulence data. Exper-
imental treatments (control, adaptation, coevolution), population
types (large, small or bottlenecked) and infection doses (whenever
more than one dose was used) were modelled as fixed predictors,
generation time as continuous predictor and population identities
of biological replicates as random intercepts. Mixed-effect models
were fitted with restricted maximum likelihood using the package
lme4 v. 1.1-19 [37]. Post hoc comparisons were performed for
significant main effects and p-values were adjusted using Tukey
or the single-stepmethods (packages emmeans v. 1.3.2, multcomp
v. 1.4-8) [38,39]. Thedata for pathogen virulencewere not normally
distributed and were transformed by Box-Cox power transform-
ation (lambda parameter was chosen using package MASS
v. 7.3-54 [40]). In addition, the pathogen virulence data did not
change linearly over time, hence polynomial coefficients were
introduced into themodel to account for nonlinearity. Host fertility
and host resistance data were fitted without transformation.

Pathogen fitness was analysed using arithmetic means of
three technical measurements per population. Experimental
treatments and population sizes were compared using two-
sided Wilcoxon rank-sum tests and p-values adjusted by the
Holm–Bonferroni method.

To analyse genotype × genotype (G×G) interactions, a statisti-
cal modelling framework was applied analogous to genotype ×
environment (G × E) interaction analysis [41]. Two host–pathogen
pairs were excluded from the analysis, because one could not be
recovered after freezing, while in the other case, the pathogen com-
pletely lost virulence. This resulted in16host–pathogenpairs for the
small populations and 15 pairs for each the large and the bottle-
necked populations. Linear-mixed models were fitted to estimate
slope of phenotypic change for two time intervals (H1 to H10 and
H10 to H23) and separately for each pathogen time-point (P1, P10
and P23). Post hoc tests were used to compare the estimated slope
coefficients within the same time interval across pathogens as an
indicator of G ×G interactions. p-valueswere corrected formultiple
testing using the single-step method (n = 27) [42].

To assess coevolutionary selectiondynamics,we analysed time-
point combinations with either H10 (i.e. P1-H10, P10-H10 and P23-
H10) or, alternatively, P10 (P10-H1, P10-H10, P10-H23).Weused the
16 biological replicates to determine frequencies of each of the four
possible coevolutionary patterns (1 > 10 > 23, 1 < 10 < 23, 1 < 10 >
23, 1 > 10 < 23) and tested whether their distribution deviates from
null expectation (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25), using exact multinomial
tests (including Holm–Bonferroni adjustment of p-values).
3. Results
(a) Change in fitness relative to ancestral antagonist

upon coevolution and non-coevolution conditions
To assess if antagonistic selection led to a change in host fit-
ness, we randomly selected eight out of 16 replicate host
populations from five time-points and infected them with the
ancestral B. thuringiensis (figure 1b, top panel). We found that
the average egg number per hermaphrodite gradually
increased under coevolution and host adaptation but not
control conditions (figure 2; electronic supplementary
material, tables S2 and S3). The increase was observed for all
population sizes including small populations. However, a sig-
nificant interaction between time and population size suggests
that population size influenced the rate of adaptation (F2,304 =
6.930, p = 0.00114, electronic supplementarymaterial, table S2).
At the endpoint, large and small populations did not differ
significantly (post hoc Wald test t =−2.0967, p = 0.25143).
When we re-examined host fertility at the endpoint using
more biological replicates and two different infection doses
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and table S4),
the coevolved hosts from large populations had consistently
more eggs than those from small populations (electronic
supplementary material, table S5), indicating that small popu-
lation size constrained host adaptation. No significant
differences were found between large and bottlenecked popu-
lations, or between bottlenecked and small populations, or
between the coevolution and host-adaptation treatments.

Coevolutionwith a pathogen frequently promotes the evol-
ution of resistance [31,43,44]. In our analysis, we found no
increase but rather a decrease in resistance of evolved hosts
towards ancestral B. thuringiensis (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2, tables S6 and S7). Although at first sight
unexpected, this result can be explained by the fact that host
resistance was not under direct selection. During the exper-
iment, C. elegans eggs were harvested from both alive and
dead hermaphrodites, thus selecting the genotypes which
would produce the most eggs and not necessarily highest
resistance (the embryos inside eggs are protected from patho-
gens and remain viable after parent death). We further found
no effect of population size on resistance during coevolution
(F2,131.194 = 1.749, p = 0.17805) and conclude that hosts adapted
to pathogens by increasing fertility.

To assess pathogen adaptation, we measured relative com-
petitive fitness of evolved versus ancestral B. thuringiensis in
ancestral C. elegans. Although most treatments revealed
increasing levels of pathogen fitness, only coevolved patho-
gens from large populations had significantly higher fitness
than ancestral bacteria (electronic supplementary material,
figure S3; Wilcoxon rank-sum test W =−47.49, p = 0.0158967),
while no other comparison was significant (electronic
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supplementary material, table S8). We further examined
changes in virulence by scoringmortality in ancestralC. elegans
(electronic supplementary material, figure S4). As with host
resistance, the coevolution treatment did not directly select
for virulence: pathogens were sampled from both dead and
alive hosts, probably selecting genotypes with faster within-
host replication. Unsurprisingly, we found a significant
reduction in virulence across treatments (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S9). In the coevolution and the
pathogen adaptation treatments, the decrease in mean viru-
lence was mostly caused by a virulence loss in some replicate
populations, while other replicates maintained high virulence
(electronic supplementary material, figure S4). By contrast,
most replicates from the control treatment showed significantly
reduced virulence (electronic supplementary material, table
S10). These findings suggest that pathogens evolving with
hosts maintained higher virulence than controls without host
(post hoc Wald test for transfer 23, cont - coev large =−0.171,
d.f. = 546.27, t =−3.718, p = 0.00206).

(b) The effect of population size on GH × GP
interactions during host–pathogen coevolution

The results presented thus far were obtained by exposing the
evolved populations to their ancestral antagonists. However,
during coevolution, the relevant fitness characteristics should
depend on concurrent changes in the co-adapting antagonists
and may be shaped by genotype-by-genotype interactions
(GH ×GP, analogous to G × E interactions; figures 1b and 3a)
[41,45]. Therefore, we characterized GH ×GP interactions
within a coevolving replicate for host mortality and host ferti-
lity and all possible time-point combinations of hosts and
pathogens from transfers 1, 10 and 23 (figure 1b, middle
panel), including more than 400 infection assays and 20 000
hermaphrodites. For host mortality, the comparisons did not
yield any significant differences (pathogen transfer × host
change F4,345.393 = 2.317, p = 0.05694, electronic supplementary
material, table S11 and figure S5). By contrast, our analysis of
host fertility (which was under direct selection during exper-
imental coevolution) revealed significant GH ×GP interactions
for transfers 1 and 10 in the large populations (figure 3b; patho-
gen transfer × host change F4,344.730 = 5.819, p = 0.00007;
electronic supplementary material, table S12). Interestingly,
the regression coefficients estimated using pathogens from
transfers 1 and 10 had opposite signs suggesting that evol-
utionary changes in the host led to opposite fitness outcomes
dependent on the pathogen context (figure 3b; electronic sup-
plementary material, table S13). Thus, host coevolution
resulted in higher fertility when measured in the presence of
pathogens from transfer 1, and, simultaneously, lower fertility
in the presence of pathogens from transfer 10 (figure 3b). In
addition, we found that host fertility changes of large
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populations were significantly different from those of
small populations (host change × pop size, F4,346.464 = 12.765,
p < 0.00001; electronic supplementary material, table S14),
indicating divergence of GH ×GP interaction patterns between
different population sizes.

(c) Coevolutionary dynamics
We characterized coevolutionary dynamics using time-shift
experiments [46], in which one species is exposed to its
antagonist from the evolutionary past, present and future
(figure 1b, bottom panel). The two expected outcomes
are: (i) higher fitness in populations from the future (past <
present < future), indicating recurrent selective sweep
dynamics; and (ii) higher fitness in a contemporaneous com-
bination (past < present > future), consistent with aFDS (or
Red Queen dynamics). We used part of the data from figure 3
for this analysis of coevolution patterns. Previously, we
reported that the coevolved host–pathogens pairs from
large populations showed time-shift patterns for host fertility
which were most consistent with aFDS (also shown in the
middle panel on figure 4a,b) [33]. In our additional analysis
of host fertility for the small and bottlenecked populations,
we only observed consistent aFDS patterns in the pathogen
lines from bottlenecked populations (the right panel on
figure 4b; electronic supplementary material, table S15), but
not small populations. Our results suggest that small popu-
lation size and, to lesser extent, bottlenecked populations
produced selection dynamics different from those in large
populations. Conversely, host mortality data from time-shift
experiments did not reveal significant differences between
population types (electronic supplementary material,
figure S6 and table S16).
4. Discussion
In this study, we combined host–pathogen experimental evol-
ution with time-shift experiments to assess the influence of
host population size on host–pathogen coevolution. We
found that population size generally increased fitness of the
hosts from coevolution and host-adaptation conditions,
when these were exposed to the ancestral pathogen (figure 2;
electronic supplementary material, figure S1). More impor-
tantly, when coevolved hosts and pathogens were exposed
to co-adapted antagonists from different time-points, host
population size caused distinct GH ×GP interaction patterns
(figure 3) and significantly affected coevolutionary dynamics
(figure 4). While we previously reported that the large popu-
lations from this experiment showed phenotypic signatures
consistent with aFDS in the coevolving antagonists [33], our
results have now revealed that coevolution in small popu-
lations and, to lesser extent, in the bottlenecked populations
is inconsistent with aFDS (figures 3 and 4).

The observed differences between large, small and
bottlenecked populations can be attributed exclusively to evol-
utionaryprocesses. In detail,we controlledhost population size
at everygeneration, and thehost density perunit of volumewas
the same across treatments. In addition, each transfer of coevo-
lution consisted of only a single round of infection, excluding
the possibility of epidemiological feedbacks. Therefore, our
results are unlikely to be affected by epidemiological or den-
sity-dependent effects. The reduced rate of adaptation in
small host populations can thus be explained by (i) reduced
selection efficiency, (ii) stochastic loss of beneficial alleles,
both as a consequence of genetic drift, and/or (iii) a reduced
effective rate of recombination and longer persistence of
linkage disequilibrium, reducing the generation of new
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favourable allele combinations. Our results are generally con-
sistent with a recent study finding that small populations of
C. elegans (n = 50) failed to evolve resistance when they were
initially sensitive to a pathogen and to maintain resistance
when initially resistant [47]. In this previous study, large popu-
lations (n = 500) succeeded in both evolving and maintaining
resistance, suggesting that genetic drift negatively affected
selection and maintenance of favourable alleles in small popu-
lations. Interestingly, in our study, the small populations
consistently showed fitness improvements (coevolution and
host-adaptation treatments, figure 2) and maintained high
fitness until the end (electronic supplementary material,
figure S1). Perhaps, the strength of genetic drift was not as
overwhelming in our experiment (i.e. our small populations
had a census size of n = 100) and/or the small populations
possessed higher genetic variation than in the published
study, thus allowing them to sustain adaptation.

The observed variation in evolutionary responses among
population size treatments was unlikely owing to variation
in initial genetic diversity. All initial host populations
were established from the same highly genetically diverse
C. elegans population with more than 370 000 single-
nucleotide polymorphisms [33], in order to ensure that the
treatments only varied in host population size and in coevo-
lution with an antagonist, but not initial genetic diversity and
initial genotypic composition, which can both influence the
trajectory of coevolutionary adaptation [48,49]. Importantly,
the high levels of initial genetic diversity used in our exper-
iment are unlikely to be maintained in natural populations
[50]. Therefore, we expect that natural populations of similar
size would have a lower ability to adapt compared to the
experimental populations. If the small populations had
been allowed to reach an equilibrium level of genetic diver-
sity before the start of the evolution experiment, they
would probably not have shown such a consistent response
to selection. Yet, the fact that, despite this high initial diver-
sity, evolutionary adaptation was limited in the small
populations shows that genetic drift had a considerable
impact on adaptation within just a few generations. Similar
observations were made in other previous coevolution [21–
23] and mass selection experiments [37–39], in which adap-
tation was compared under different population sizes and
with a non-equilibrated amount of genetic variation.

Host population size can also affect coevolution by influ-
encing recombination and sexual reproduction. For example,
in a previous study, a small population size in the red flour
beetle resulted in higher recombination rates and changed
mating behaviour during coevolution [22,23]. Recombination
and sexual reproduction produce new allele combinations
and thereby increase genetic diversity, which can help to
rapidly adapt to coevolving pathogens [7,9,51]. Caenorhabdi-
tus elegans has an androdioecious mode of reproduction,
such that hermaphrodites can reproduce sexually both by
outcrossing with males or by selfing. We previously found
that the exposure to B. thuringiensis reduces outcrossing and
increases selfing rates [8]. However, a lower level of outcross-
ing was stably maintained during coevolution potentially
because it is sufficient to produce a beneficial level of genetic
diversity and diverse offspring [8]. In future, it would be
interesting to investigate how population size affects the
rates of outcrossing, recombination and linkage discquili-
brium in our system and how this affects coevolutionary
dynamics at phenotypic and genomic levels.

Finally, host population size can impact coevolutionary
dynamics owing to the intertwined nature of host–pathogen
interactions [18]. For example, strong genetic drift can slow
down host adaptation [47], and this in turn reduces selection
intensity suffered by a pathogen [16]. Thus, we anticipated
that the coevolution treatment will give rise to evolutionary
trajectories that eventually will be different from trajectories in
the adaptation treatment [30]. Surprisingly, our initial results
in which we exposed evolved populations to the ancestral
antagonists did not yield significant differences between these
two treatments. However, this result was based on fitness
measured using ancestral antagonists, which do not provide
the relevant context for assessing fitness dynamics of coevol-
ving species. When using co-adapted antagonist pairs in
time-shift experiments, we found significant GH ×GP inter-
actions and identified the pattern of temporal co-adaptation.
Moreover, these patterns were clearly different in large and
small populations. We also detected a subtle but measurable
effect of bottlenecks on coevolutionary dynamics, suggesting
that the employed bottlenecking procedure did not have
a strong impact on host adaptation. Taken together, our
study demonstrates that small population size and to a lesser
extent population bottlenecks constrain the dynamics of
host–pathogen coevolution.
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